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Cover image: John Parker
New Zealand 1947 – present
Concentric Forms
stoneware; wheel-thrown, incised and carbon fired
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About

FOREWARD

The Exhibition
The three displays you see comprise State of Flux; an exhibition curated by
Art History and Curatorship students. This exhibition captures the enthusiasm and curiosity inspired by works in the ceramics collection. Here you are
exposed to the works of several well-known artists, such as Greg Daly, Gail
Nichols, Kayoko Hoshino, Janet DeBoos and Jeroen Bechtold. These artists
and many more, known and unknown, collectively reveal the immense diversity and innovation in ceramic firing, surface decoration and materiality.
State of Flux surveys the characteristics of clay and its makers, as well as the
philosophies and histories which underpin their creation. For many, this is
the first step in their curatorial careers, as well as an introduction to the medium of ceramics. We would like to extend warm thanks to Dr. Kate Warren
and Julie Bartholomew for making this experience possible, as well as Alex
Burchmore and Mahala Hill for their generosity of their time and skills.
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The Collection
The SOA&D Ceramics Workshop Collection contains a varied array of artworks contributed by students, staff and visiting artists. The Collection encompasses everything from the large works installed in the grounds around
the school’s grounds, to student experiments and teaching aids placed in
storage, and the fascinating works displayed in this exhibition. The Art History and Curatorship Internship class has been working systematically to record the Collection in an online database, rediscovering forgotten objects
as well as recording familiar works. So far 126 ceramic objects have been
documented, invaluable not only as individual art objects, but also as a testament to the history of the Ceramics Workshop and legacy of those who have
passed through the school.

The Ceramics Department
The School of Art and Design (SOA&D) has a rich history in relation to the
Ceramics Workshop. Formerly the Canberra School of Art, the ANU School
of Art was formally amalgamated into ANU in 1992.[1] With this joining, the
transformation of the technical college into an art school of national standing began its slow process.[2] The school is now recognised as one of the leading arts educators, offering undergraduate and graduate training in many art
and craft disciplines including Ceramics, Design, Furniture, Glass, Gold &
Silversmithing, Painting, Photography & Media Arts, Printmedia & Drawing, Sculpture, and Textiles.[3] The collection is boosted by the history of artist
residencies by some of the feature artists showcased in State of Flux. The
strong emphasis on artist residencies has been maintained since the amalgamation of the schools. Significant artists were invited to complete long
visitations and lend their expertise to the school in exchange for the use of
the facilities. These residencies have also boosted the SOA&D Collections,
as many artists would gift pieces of work as a token of their appreciation.

[1] Michael Agostino, The Australian National University School of Art: A
History of the First 65 Years (ANU eView, 2010), xi.
[2] Ibid, xi.
[3] Ibid, xii.
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Introduction
Matilda Skerritt

UP IN SMOKE

Up in Smoke explores the transformation of greenware clay into ceramic
objects through firing, drawing attention to the incredible strength and longevity given to clay through the firing process. World history can be surveyed
through the medium due to its durable nature, as almost every human civilisation has developed a form of ceramic firing. Artworks in this display draw
from the traditions of Japan, China, the Middle East, and western Europe.
This exhibition contemplates functional, decorative and experimental objects that draw on some of these ancient firing techniques.
Certain techniques require a relinquishment of control, while others are so
precise and calculated that few potters today are known for working with
them. Objects in this display range between these extremes, as we survey
some of the many forms of ceramic firing. Every object added to the display gives us a new insight into different forms of firing throughout history,
as well as an appreciation for the technology which allows potters today to
access and experiment with these techniques. From a personal perspective,
these forms of firing demonstrate a valuable lesson in the strength and resilience which can be given to an object (and a curator) by patience in high-pressure situations!
As you move through the other displays in State of Flux, you will recognise
the effects of different firing on surface decoration and different types of clay
and clay bodies.
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Chinese Vessel
Chloe Niu

Pottery is one of the most significant mediums in the history of Chinese art. Soon after the earliest
discovery of earthenware, the spotlight shifted to stoneware pottery, which gave a finer quality under
a higher temperature. Much of these stoneware works perform as practical objects as well as decorative ones, yet the complicated design of Chinese Vessel makes its definition enigmatic. The work
reflects traditional aesthetics of Chinese ceramics. The huge tail of a phoenix imitated the pattern
of an auspicious cloud, while the abstract carving of the feathers covers the whole body of the vessel. An antelope rests under the shelter of the plumage, and a yellow-green glaze covers the vessel.
Chinese Vessel is a wood-fired object, a complex interaction of ash, salts, minerals and
flame. The small particles of wood ash attached on the surface of the vessel tell a long story
about our appreciation of imperfection and the transition from ‘roughness’ to ‘beauty’.
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Mark Draper
Decorative Object, 1986
stoneware; hand-formed
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Kayoko Hoshino
Japan 1949 - present
Standing Curved Vessel, 2013
stoneware; slab construction

Michael Keighery
Tiles with Faces
stoneware; mould-pressed and masonry
stained

Sake Cups
porcelain; wheel-thrown, hand-altered
and wood-fired
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Glazed Test Tiles
earthenware; assorted firing and glaze
combinations

Teaching Aid
terracotta; mould-pressed and bisque
fired

Crocodile
stoneware; mould cast in parts and hand
joined, wood-fired
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Concentric Forms
Chloe Niu

We all know that fire requires oxygen to burn, but what if there is not enough oxygen provided
in the firing kilns? Concentric Forms defies the conventional aesthetics of pottery. The surface
is impregnated with soot and coated with black carbon-trapping glaze, demonstrating the effects
of a lack of oxygen in the kiln. The artist, John Parker, is profoundly influenced by the European
design movements of de Stijl and the Bauhaus. His interest is evident in the modern and abstract
aesthetic of these works. “I am not interested in the random and spontaneous,” claims Parker.
Concentric Forms could be also considered as an experimental piece against the natural organic tendencies of clay and gravity. The delicate historical and cultural lineages to Eastern
and Western worlds makes Concentric Forms a ‘future’ work which pays tribute to the past.
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John Parker
New Zealand 1947 – present
Concentric Forms
stoneware; wheel-thrown, incised and carbon fired
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Susi Startan
Small Flask 1978
stoneware; wheel thrown and scraffito
Donated by Janet DeBoos

Jeroen Bechtold
1953 – present
Vase 1995
eggshell porcelain; slip-cast and
soda-fired with shellac

Decorative Piece
porcelain and slip, incised slab
construction, wood-fired
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Greg Daly
Australia 1954 – present
Vase
lustre glaze ceramic

Maryke Henderson
Australia 1960’s - present
Four Cylinders
greenware clay; soda-fired
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Soda-fired Bowl
Chloe Niu

Gail Nichols is internationally recognised for her bold designs on the surfaces of ceramics. This bowl reflects her evocative style. Blackish brown glaze covers the outside, while the
creamy burnt orange dominates the interior space of the vessel. Nichols investigates the changing process of the greenware under relatively low temperature by applying the technique
of soda firing. Soda firing involves a large quantity of the glaze being attached to the surface,
giving it a glossy and rich appearance. With a background of mechanical engineering, Nichols is a leading figure in developing the aesthetics and technical approach of this unique glaze.
The lush dimpled surface enlightens the dull but organic form of the bowl, while the overall
warm tone further emphasise the ‘softness’ which the artist has projected on her design.
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Gail Nichols
Australia 1953 – present
Bowl
stoneware; soda-vapour fired
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MINIMAL, VITAL, TEXTURAL

Introduction
Charlotte Hurst

Minimal, Vital, Textural centres on the organic qualities of ceramics, exploring the aesthetics of glaze alongside philosophies from Japanese wabi sabi - to
appreciate ceramic forms for their simplicity, embracing their flaws and naturally occurring inflections. Originating from Zen Buddhism and Japanese
culture, the concept of wabi sabi is based on the beauty of transience and
imperfection. These qualities are often reflected in the rustic forms, natural
textures and simplicity or minimalism of ceramics. The artworks in this exhibition possess a spirit of vitality, by expressing both the raw materials and
natural processes of their creation, and the technical skill which has defined
their form.
Minimal in decoration or in affectation of the artist’s hand, emphasis is
placed on the textural qualities of the works, resulting in a true appreciation
of the material effects of intentional and organic process.
An assemblage containing the works of established artists and unattributed
works, Minimal, Vital, Textural proposes the thoughtful contemplation of
these ceramics with respect to form, colour, texture and the organic vitality
of ceramic making.
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RAKU / The Aesthetics of
Japanese Ceramic
Grace Sun

Wabi-sabi, raku, and tea ceremony; these interlinked concepts, which derive from Japanese
history and Zen Buddhist philosophy, underpin the aesthetics of works in this part of the exhibition. Several of the pieces displayed are designed to function as bowls or cups; their minimal, unrefined ornamentation refers to the appreciation of chawan (tea bowls) during tea
ceremonies. The concept of wabi-sabi, with its emphasis on enlightenment through the acceptance of imperfection and impermanence, is particularly evident in works which follow an
asymmetrical or irregular design. The raku bowl featured exemplifies this concept, embracing
the practical application of raku techniques (in which a stoneware piece is subject to low-temperature firing and reduction), the beauty of its finish and the transient nature of objects.
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Raku bowl
earthenware; raku
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Green Bowl
earthenware; wheel thrown

Brown Vessel
earthenware; wheel thrown, raku

Mottled Distorted Bowl
high iron stoneware; wheel thrown, high
fired chun glaze, reduction firing
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Green Glazed bowl with Black Spots,
2001
stoneware; wheel thrown, high iron
glazed, reduction fired

Chun Glazed Bowl, 2001
stoneware; wheel thrown, reduction fired,
chun glazed

Dish
stoneware; pinch technique, wood fired,
salt glazed
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Janet DeBoos Set
Grace Sun

Two small-scale works by influential Australian ceramicist Janet DeBoos are featured in this exhibition. Both are influenced by traditional Chinese pottery namely in their refined, porcelain-like appearance and notably the celadon glaze finish on the interior and exterior of each vessel. DeBoos’ use
of celadon is evocative of a Chinese preoccupation with greenware and its resemblance to jade. This
relationship dates back over 2500 years and is rooted in the reverence of jade as a divine substance.
However, a contemporary Western influence is evident in the unpretentious, clean minimalism of
the forms of these works, a clear departure from the ostentatious aesthetics of traditional Chinese celadonware. These vessels are cross-cultural hybrids of tradition, modernity, spirituality and earthiness.
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Janet Deboos
Australia, 1948 - current
Small vessel
porcelain; wheel thrown, hand molded, celadon
glazed
(left)
Janet Deboos
Australia, 1948 - current
Small Vessel and Dish
porcelain; hand built, celadon glazed
(right)
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Kenji Uranishi
Set of Tea Vessels, 2006
porcelain; wheel thrown, celadon glazed

Ian Jones
Australia
Vessel with Lid, 2015
stoneware; hand built, partially glazed,
coil method, wood fired

Blue-brown Vessel
earthenware; wheel thrown
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Grey Decorative Vessels
stoneware glaze; rolled Slab,
reducion-fired

Small Blue Rectangular Vessel
stoneware with kaolin cay; slab, iron oxide
blue glaze

Rounded Blue Dish, 1999
earthenware; wheel thrown
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Satoru Hoshino Vase
Hannah Tyler

The form of Satoru Hoshino’s stoneware vase reflects the organic and fluctuating forms found
in nature demonstrating the artist’s strong connection to his environment. Hoshino associated himself with the ‘sōdeisha’ movement in Japanese ceramics, which centres on the sculptural
elements of objects. This is exemplified in the push and pull of convex and concave contours
of the spiral vase, expressing an intense elemental energy. The undulating variations in blue
and white glaze exude a deep receptivity to the rhythms of the natural world. This intimacy with
nature is deeply rooted in Hoshino’s practice. The destruction of his studio in a landslide in
1986 strongly influenced the way he uses clay to depict the strength and instability of the natural world and is evident in the dramatic and dynamic fluidity of the spiral form of this vase.
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Satoru Hoshino
Japan, 1945-current
Vase, 2013
stoneware; coil construction with hand molded
elements
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Introduction

ETERNAL RETURN

Leah Herdman

Eternal Return, is inspired by the philosophical idea that all existence is connected within an infinite cycle of energy and matter, transforming over time
but never destroyed. [1] In this light ceramics are a physical metaphor for the
idea that the universe will continually return to re-enact the same course
of events. [2] The metaphysical concept that forms the basis for this theory
explores the idea of ‘some-thing’ that is always, in some form or another, of
the same kind as any other thing.[3] While the finished ceramic piece may not
maintain a visual connection to its roots in nature, it is inherently a manifestation of the original natural material, and this connection is maintained
regardless of the ‘some-thing’ that it becomes.
Through exhibiting works that capture natural forms, colours and texture
Eternal Return expresses the artists’ enduring connection to the physical
environment and the tangible qualities of this medium. The selected work
exemplifies the transformation of earth’s matter into these ceramic objects,
reflecting both the artists’ interest in the world around them, the transformational properties of clay and the larger transcendental properties of ceramics.

[1] Madalina Guzun, Eternal Return and the Metaphysics of Presence: “A
Critical Reading of Heidegger’s Nietzsche” (Traugott Bautz Verlag, 2015), 64.
[2] Simon Blackburn, “eternal return,” in The Oxford Dictionary of Philosophy (Oxford University Press, 2016). http://www.oxfordreference.com/
view/10.1093/acref/9780198735304.001.0001/acref-9780198735304-e-1141
[3] Guzun, Eternal Return, 39.
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Jeroen Bechtold Vase
Leah Hardman

Jeroen Bechtold is a Dutch-born artist, with a background in both glass and ceramics. He has
explored two main themes in his ceramic work over his career, the first being the theme of the
grail. His focus on this theme is rooted in his understanding of humanity – “we all look for the
grail, but we’ll never find it” – it is a symbol of truth and deceit.[1] The early versions of Bechtold’s grails do have a recognisably similar shape to the vase chosen for Eternal Return, however
these examples were essentially broken vases. These were meant to reflect the world we live in
and Bechtold’s unease about the fragility of his life as an artist as well as the hold that rules
and regulations have in our big-brother society.[2] The second theme applies even more explicitly to the chosen work. Bechtold produced a series of egg-shell porcelain vases, which played
with light, translucency, the delicateness of the material and emulates the transitoriness of the
skin.[3] As an early example of these vases, the chosen object highlights the timelessness of the
fragile and yet strong material, and carry Bechtold’s commentary on the instability of the world
and the vulnerability of human existence that continued into later examples of the same style.[4]

[1] Piet Augustijn, 55 grails/grailen, Jeroen Bechtold, catalogue, accessed 17 September, 2018,
http://jeroenbechtold.nl/2003plus/grails08/55-grails-2008.pdf
[2] Ibid.
[3] Ibid.
[4] Ibid.
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Jeroen Bechtold
Netherlands, 1953 – present
Trumpet Vases, 1997
bone china; slip cast
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Metallic vase
earthenware; wheel thrown

Round Textured Vase
terracotta; hand thrown with sgraffito

Heptagonal Vase
earthenware; wheel thrown
32

Large Bowl
earthenware; wheel thrown

Harvey Sadow
United States of America
Round Vase
earthenware; wheel thrown with midrange oxidation

Blue and Red Drip Vase
earthenware; wheel thrown and lustre
glazed
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Merran Esson, Pod Stack 2
Kathleen Reid-Smith

Renowned Australian ceramist Merran Esson’s Pod Stack #2 (2014), visually contrasts between the
organic and inorganic, the industrial and the rural, as well as the inevitability of Australia’s harsh
environment on both. First exhibited in the artist’s solo exhibition Catchment (2015) at Stella
Downer Fine Art Gallery in Sydney, this work embodies the inevitable weathering effects of climate change. Overlapping individually curved sheets, each incised with finger serrations, resemble
textural properties of galvanised iron, while the lidded top resembles a lotus seed-pod. Complex
applications of glazes create a fused Verdigris patina unifying the work, highlighting crevices, cracks
and gaps often found on corroding iron objects left too long in the rain, or plants rotting underwater. While probing twenty-first century vernacular ideas about re-evaluating scale in both surface
and form, this work also investigates individual responsiveness to differing physical environments.
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Merran Esson
Australia
Lotus Root Sculpture
earthenware; hand formed
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Blue Dish
stoneware; press moulded

Simone Fraser
Australia
Vessel as Metaphor 2013 – 2014
earthenware; wheel thrown and hand
formed

Zigzag Vase
stoneware; wheel thrown, carved and
wood fired
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Maiju Altpere-Woodhead
Estonia
Ceramic Rectangles, 1998-9
porcelain; slab-built and bisque fired

Iridescent Conical Vessel
porcelain; press moulded

Black rounded object
carbon fired and stamped
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Greg Daly, Untitled
Xie Cheng Li

Greg Daly is a renowned international and respected ceramic artist, specializing in
glaze effects. He is also the author of Glazes and Glazing Techniques (1995). His works
are represented in 24 international book publications, in 80 national and international art galleries and museums, and he has won 36 national and international awards.
Connecting to the idea of Eternal Return, Daly’s work in ceramics is often inspired from
the fleeting moments of beauty, playing with contrasts in light and shadow, sunrise and sunset and the changing nature of the environment: Mist, rain, clouds, dust and heat from surrounding rural environment. Light and lustre often have a synergy that creates colour and
movement. The angle of the light striking the lustre surface will often change colour and intensity as you move around the work. With the shape of a rock and the smooth lustre surface, Untitled gives us unlimited possibilities that leads our imagination back to nature.
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Greg Daly
Australia, 1954-present
Untitled, 2011 (demonstration piece)
thrown and carbon fired
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Cylindrical Brown Vase
earthenware; wheel thrown and carved

Jeff Shapiro
United States of America, 1949 – present
Irregular Vase
stoneware; wheel thrown and wood fired

Vase
earthenware; slab built and pressed
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Greg Daly
Australia, 1954-present
Thin Necked Vase (demonstration piece)
stoneware; wheel thrown and carved

Greg Daly
Australia, 1954 – present
Thin Tapered Vase (demonstation piece)
stoneware; wheel thrown and carved

Greg Daly
Australia, 1954 – present
Glazed Round Vase (demonstration piece)
stoneware; wheel thrown and reduction
gas fired
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Kayoko Hoshino
Japan, 1949 - present
Vase
stoneware; slab construction

Special thanks to Dr. Kate Warren for all her time and help with this exhibition.
State of Flux would not have been possible without her tireless support and guidance.
The State of Flux exhibition and publication were produced as an assessment intem
for ARTH3001, Art History and Curatorship Internship course, Semester 2 2018.
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